INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the experimental data from the 1963/64 runs of the HLBC is still in progress. This paper reports some of the new analysis since Sienna [1] , and reviews the status of some of the conclusions presented then.
Since the Sienna Conference the inner conductor of the neutrino horn has been modified, with the result that the expected neutrino spectrum was significantly greater at high energies.
EVENT RATE
During 1963 and 1964, the neutrino experiment at CERN has used 1.054 X 10 6 machine pulses from the PS, with a total integrated extracted beam of 7, 3 X 10 17 protons on the copper target of the horn. About 900 events attributable to interactions have been found in the 500 litres of CF 3 Br filling the heavy liquid bubble chamber. This analysis refers to 454 events contained in a fiducial volume of 220 litres, defined to obtain good track measurability and y -ray conversions.
In each of the 454 events there is at least one negative muon candidate, together with other particles. There are 236 non-pionic events, containing only a \i~ candidate and nucléons, and 218 mesonic events. Forty events have one or more fast positive particles which cannot be identified. However, an analysis of pions identified by ô -rays indicates that only about four of these unidentified particles are pions. In subsequent analysis all unidentified fast particles are assumed to be protons. Table 1 gives the detailed pionic event classification. A total of 7 events with strange particles is not included in the Fig. 1 .
Seven events with one identified negative electron have been found, two of these events have in addition a fx~ candidate. One previously reported event having a positron and candidate has been found.
THE v-SPECTRUM
The spectrum has been calculated by S. van der Meer using experimental pion and kaon production data from counter experiments [2] .
A direct measurement of the spectrum of pions emitted from a copper target identifiable with that of the neutrino horn has been carried out using the Ecole Polytechnique Heavy Liquid Bubble Chamber and is still in progress.
Preliminary results for neutrinos and antineutrinos between 0.1 and 2 GeV suggest that the intensity below 1 GeV is 50% greater than previous predictions (see Fig. 6 ).
INTERMEDIATE BOSON
The intermediate vector-boson is expected to decay predominantly in the following rno.hs.
The two leptonic modes are assumed to have the same decay probability. The meson ic branching ratio is not known.
This experiment cannot detect the fxvmode. We have seen one «candidate» for the positron decay out of 454 events in the fiductal volume. We expect about 5 positron events from v e background.
If the mass of the boson is 1.8 GeV, we expect 3 events of W -production. Thus the result indicates a lower limit of 1.8 GeV/c for M w , unless the pionic mode were predominant. Table 1 Inelastic event classification (C -ambiguous positive track (jt, q) el. rej. -non-pionic event found to be inelastic by kinematic test)
INELASTIC EVENTS

irmnC (m > 3)
a) The numbers in parenthesis correspond to n = 2
* Number corrected for Ijt absorption 116
For the pionic mode we have restricted the analysis to events with £V is > 6 GeV: we expect in fact that if the W exists, its production would tend to predominate over other inelastic processes with increasing energy.
We have observed 23 events above 6 GeV. Of these only 14 have a total mesonic charge of +1, as required if the W -production is elastic. The error in the invariant mass is large in these events due to the high multiplicity (on average 5). The analysis is further by scattering, interactions, ô -rays, etc. Most of these events are of low energy and we estimate that above 1 GeV, only one event from these types of background is present in the sample of non-pionic events.
The pionic absorption was estimated by considering the number of observed single pion events and the pion absorption cross-section. For this correction, we assumed that all pions are produced in the process complicated by short charged tracks and the possibility of missing y -rays or neutral particles (the y -ray detection efficiency is 0.84; two events have a K°). No obvious peak is observed in the invariant mass distribution of the pions (Fig. 1) . However there are 8 events in the mass region 1-2 GeV. If the W decays predominantely into pions, we expect 18 events if M m = 1.3 GeV and 11 if M w = 1,5 GeV. Considering that the observed events will include contributions from non-boson processes, one can conclude that M w > 1,5 GeV with more than 95% confidence.
ELASTIC EVENTS AND FORM FACTORS
The non-pionic events, from which the elastic events must be extracted, contain three types of background:
1. Neutron stars in which a non-interacting JC" is misidentified as a 2. Interacting incoming particles (usually 3t + ) which are misidentified as outgoing particles of opposite charge.
3. Pionic neutrino events in which the pions have been absorbed in the parent nucleus.
The unidentifiable background due to processes 1 and 2 is estimated from the number of similar events which have been identified For each event a pion distribution in the lab system was derived from the jx -momentum and angle assuming that the angular distribution of the pion in the centre of the mass system of the N* is isotropic. From pion absorption data [3] , the probability of absorption of pions of the calculated energy spectrum was determined. The number of absorbed pions produced in 1 n -events in the whole non-pionic sample has thus been estimated to be 40.
The analysis of elastic events and the estimate on the form factors involved was carried out essentially on the basis of the 4 -momentum transfer distribution. The q 2 's were derived from the \i -energy and angle, and assuming the event to be elastic and the target nucléon to be at rest.
Using the method discussed above the observed distribution was corrected for the background of ljt events which appeared as nonpionic.
For the determination of the axial vector form factor we have considered only events with total visible energy (£VIS) greater than 1 GeV, since below this energy the q 2 distribution is determined largely by kinematical effects, which are independent of the form factors. Fig. 2 shows the corrected q 2 distribution of these events and that of the calculated background. Neglecting the induced pseudoscalar term and the muon mass, the crosssection is given by and E v -neutrino energy; M -proton mass; A = q A = 1,15; ji = <fcyn w = 3,79 Bohr nucléon magneton; F it F 2 = vector form factors 1 normalised to f 4 = axial vector form factors J 1 for q 2 ->Q. A form factor analysis is presented here, which is independent of the neutrino spectrum. This theory has to be corrected for effects of Fermi momentum and Exclusion Principle when the interaction takes place in complex nuclei. Both effects have been calculated [4] using a Fermi gas model of momentum distribution of the nucleus with a maximum momentum of 267 MeV/c. The effect of this model is to reduce the cross-section at low q 2 . For F a = F v we estimate the following reductions ( Table 2) . Table 2 The model also indicates that above q 2 = 3 the true q 2 of the event and that calculated assuming the target neutron to be at rest, i.e. q 2 calc have identical distributions. A maximum likelihood method was used to obtain the best fit for M A . The result is shown in Fig. 3 . It is to be noticed that if F a « F Vj then M A = 0 will also be a good fit. However, this zero solution can be excluded both from \i -capture data and the neutrino event rate in the region 1-2 GeV where the spectrum is known to be 30%.
The best fits for the various vector form factors can be tabulated as follows: Table  3 The errors quoted above are statistical whereas the true error is also determined by the accuracy of the background estimate. Since the form factor calculation depends critically on the background estimate, an independent check is desirable. For this purpose all non-pionic events have been subjected to a kinematic test. It is assumed that the event is elastic, and has taken place on a neutron at rest. This allows one to calculate E v : Assuming that the maximum Fermi momentum is 267 Mev/c, one can calculate the maximum possible disturbance to the available energy. If £Vi S is greater than the maximum calculated energy by more than two standard deviations, the event is classed as inelastic Since the method is only sensitive at low q 2 it does not give a complete check of the background calculation. However, 8 events with q % < 0.2 have been identified as inelastic by the test. The background calculation, as described earlier, predicts 9 events in the same q 2 range. Since the kinematic test will not identify all the inelastic events even at low q 2 , it must be concluded that the background correction is, underestimated.
If the background is doubled, the best value of M A becomes 1.38 ±0.36. Thus considering both statistical and systematic errors, we may give a value M A = I.O^q 3
The fits obtained are good, the % 2 being 3.3 for 10 degrees suggests that the mass parametric representation of the axial-vector form factor is a good approximation.
However, one can extract E A directly from the data if one knows the absolute flux in the experiment. It is a good approximation to consider E A = E v in the region of 0 < q used to extract F A at higher q 2 . Fig. 4 shows the results of this analysis in terms of E A IE V . From the elastic cross section calculated using the «best fit» value of M A values of the neutrino flux, q> at various energies, up to 5 Gev, can be derived, The experimental points for <p (E) thus obtained are displayed in Fig. 5 . They are seen to be consistent with the values which have been calculated on the basis of the measured spectra * of it's and K's (full line) except at low neutrino energy. The dotted line indicates a correction introduced by the latest results obtained from the HLBC experiment referred to section 2.
lJt PRODUCTION
Single n production is expected to take place mainly via the (3/2, 3/2) isobar [4] ; other processes [5] such as the «peripheral» lit or cd° exchange may play a minor role, their cross section having been calculated to be of one or two orders of magnitude smaller.
N* production implies a ratio of final states * Due to uncertainties in the secondary particle production data, the calculated spectrum can be incorrect by a factor of 2.
which means an overall racio = 5/L The observed ratio f or all ljt events is 79/41 or ~2. The detailed ratios (1) have been computed on (ITC, Ip) and (IJT, Op) events only and it has been found to be 42 : 17 : 14.
The charge distribution is certainly distorted by interaction of the final products in the nucleus. Charge exchange processes certainly play a large role as indicated by the presence of it" in single pion events.
Therefore little can be said about the N* production by this method except that the observed ratios are compatible with a large fraction of the IJT events being due to N*. Alternatively one may look for N* production by observing the mass of the recoiling system in the process where M -Nucléon mass, E v is taken to be the visible energy of the event. The Af * distribution is broadened by Fermi motion and distorted to low values by energy loss of the and nucléon in the nucleus. Fig. 6 shows plot of M* versus £ V is for all pionic events.
At low energy, a «phase space» distribution of the final products would yield mass values grouped around the value of the isobar mass, for kinematical reasons. Therefore we consider events of visible energy larger than 1.5 Gev at which the phase space distribution would differ considerably from that due to the isobar. A prominent peak is seen, for « 1.2 Gev. About 30% of the events lie outside the peak and must be attributed to other processes. It may be worth noting that the majority of them are associated with fast protons which would not be expected if these events were due to «perip heral» \n exchange. Fig. 7 shows a histogram of M* for single n events with £Vi S > 1.5 Gev, and is considered good evidence for some fraction of jV* production.
If one makes the assumption of exclusive iV* production then a cutoff at M* = 1.4 Gev will certainly contain most of the sample. Fig. 8 shows the Ijt cross-section using this criterion. The data have been corrected for pion absorption in both the 1 and 2 pion events. As can be seen the theoretical cross-section calculated using form factors F A = F V = (1 + 19/û.9
2 )~2 is too high by a factor of 2. On the other hand the cross-section corrected for absorbed pions, for one pion events in the 
TOTAL INELASTICCROSS SECTION
In the 1964 series of runs the neutrino flux above 8 Gev was increased, thus allowing a considerable improvement in the statistical accuracy of cross sections at high energy. Fig. 9 shows the observed energy distribution of all inelastic events. The total cross section is also shown. 
